Class Name: The Princess and the Pea
Instructor: Jane Sparrell
Supplies Needed:
Fabric:
* Princess and the Pea Pattern quilt pattern
* Background fabric - 3 1/2 yards of non-directional fabric
* Vine on Border fabric – this will give you enough for leaves as well – or, for a more whimsical look, use an assortment
of green fabrics for leaves. I used a Quilter’s Dozen of fat 16th’s from Quilt Crossing
* Mattress Fabric - 11 Assorted 1/4 yard pieces (not fat quarters)
* Bed Frame Fabric - 3/8 yard
* Spiral Flower Fabric - Assorted fat quarters - I used an assortment of 5 different colors for my flowers and repeated the
colors a few times - 1 fat quarter will make several bias cut spiral flowers.
* Binding - ¾ yard fabric
* Crown - 1/4yd fabric for crown – Note: Crown can be hand or machine appliquéd. If you have an embroidery module,
I will provide a design you can use to make crown – BRING A USB STICK. Personalize the crown with your little
princess’s name.
* Batting – Twin Size – (Completed quilt measures approximately 64” wide x 72” long)
* Backing – 5 ¼ yards
* Sewing machine in good running order
* Walking foot (830 Owners can use differential foot)
* Sewing supplies (seam ripper, scissors and rotary cutter, thread etc.)
* Light Weight Tear Away stabilizer - small classroom size roll is sufficient
* 3/8 “ Clover Bias Tape Maker
* Fabric glue stick (for appliqué)
* Appliqué Pins (Smaller and shorter than regular stick pins)
* Freezer Paper - Enough to trace 48 leaves (4 sheets of 8 ½ x 11 freezer paper)
* Small mini iron works well for preparing appliqué pieces
* Cotton thread for piecing the quilt top
* Clear Monofilament thread - I recommend Sulky Clear Polyester
* Thread net to use with monofilament thread
* Bobbin thread for machine appliqué - I used Superior Thread So Fine thread
* #27 foot for Bernina machine or 1/4” foot for piecing
* Machine embroidery foot or darning foot for free motion appliqué

Optional but helpful supplies:
*Optional: Quilter’s Choice Fabric glue – Can be used to glue baste vine – I used pins instead so I could adjust the
position of the vine as I was sewing it on.
* Design wall is very helpful to use when laying out your quilt and border pieces – a flannel sheet will work or you can
use a flannel backed flannel table cloth. Quilt Crossing also has wonderful portable design walls by Cheryl Ann.

Cancellation Policy: We must commit to our teachers and to other students one week before the class begins so we can’t
give refunds or transfers after that time (unless we can fill your spot from the waiting list). You are welcome to send
someone in your place if you are unable to come. If enrollment has not met the minimum required for the class, we will
cancel it one week before the first session. We love your kids but your fellow students left theirs at home and hope you will
too.

Dates:_______________________ Times:___________________________

